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But Why....?

Ehm.. 
The Concept is..

Prince, this Seems like 
something  try to fly away 
or escape from the ground. 
Did you try to escape from 
the ground realities of this 

Hi all, My over-
whelming and ex-
citing Concept 
behind this project 
is just arrived from 
the ground reality 
itself, yeah truth, 
I have been think-
ing about the ex-
tensive planar char-
acter of the site 
which we have 
been provided by. 
how could be it col
laborate if we are 
going to place such 
a block of 4 star 
hotel within that?
Thinking pro-

gressed. On a fine 
moment I have 
been blessed with 
some wings to fly 
over our Site.

That’s why I say this 
design evolved and 
grown from the 
exact ground reali-
ty of the site.

SEM 4 DESIGN PROJECT

Modelling & Rendering Courtesy
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“An Architect,
 Traveller.....    ”

Founded in 
1336 by 
Hakka and 
Bukka

Craft centre and 

water body 
were having a 

strong relation 
in between

Visitor centre 

implicate the 

Wealth and the 

importance of 

Vijayanagar 
Empire.

Capital Of 
the most suc-
cessive King-
dom of South 
India during 
the Mid cen-
tury India

UNESCO 
recognized 
world 

heritage Site.

More Than 
2000 people 
per day visits 
the Hampi 
Per day on 
an avergae

Hampi have to be 
recognized as the 
capital of defensive 
power of South 
Indian Kingdoms, I 
thave been defend-
ed the adequate at-
tacks of the Delhi 
sultanates, Bahmani 
sultanates as well 
other nearby King-
doms. According to 
the Portugese trav-
eler Fernao Nunes, 
Hampi was such a 
city comparable to 
Julius Ceasor’s 

Rome

Modelling & Rendering Courtesy

STORY BOARD
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THESIS DESIGN CONCEPT

It was not only 
to rebuild the 
structures we 
have lost in 
the recent 
centuries  but 
was to create 
the the feel of 
Lost Vi-
jayanagara 
empir



SEAFOOD STALL @ COCHIN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
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The client after a long 25 years is 
returning back to his own land where he 
had been born and brought up. 
Everything has changed but still he has 
all his childhood bounded on every 
corner of this place. Binding together 
the traditions of his and his story this 
has been one of our favourite.has been one of our favourite.

TROPICAL ARCHITECTURE
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We have something 

unique. Which will stand
 

out from the surroundin
g 

old school concepts. 

Believe me I am an 

architect. I can make 

you proud of owning thi
s 

Beach House.Beach House.

You have to think about
 all 

the aspects of the site, 

which  is situated just ne
ar 

the seashore(ie only 5 

meter from the mean se
a 

shore..!)

See Prince, 

I need something 
Special..

feeling Really  

great for this 
opportunity

Modelling & Rendering Courtesy
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BEACH HOUSE, AL GHARIYA, QATAR



Majlis design for Mr. Abdulla Aziz Al Sulaithi was 
a  bit different compared to the other works where 
we have got an opportunity to explore the ele-
ments of great islamic architecture. First of all we 
have proceeded with the cottage concepts as per 
the discussions progressed we have moved our 
conceptual path through Islamic architecture, Ac-
cording too the new style we have brought more 
detailing to the exterior skins and the total frame 
work of the design. the interior area of the Building 
includes.
1. LARGE MAJLIS AREA
2. SMALL MAJLIS AREA
3. PANTRY AND COMMON WASH
4. BATHROOM INCLUDING BATH

Total area of the building was 174 square meters . 

Majlis design for Mr. Khamis Al Sulaithi’s Mama is 
started in a conceptual way that it should resembles 
some elements of the Classical english cottage de-
signs.  The colour and texture are supposed to pro-
pose exposed brick work style, The total area of pro-
posal was 80 sq m land and the provisions are
1. Majlis area 9.7m x 6.1m
2. Pantry area 3.3m x 1.6m
3. Wash room 2.4m x 1.6m
4. Toilet 2.4m x 1.6m

AAs per the discussions progressed, the style of the 
design elements have changed into something relat-
ed to ancient Greek. Which enhanced the exterior 
detailings of the design as well as inclusion of the 
popular order such as ionic order of Greek architec-
ture. Large glazed frontal area provides the design an 
over all modernistic approach too

Eventhough the area of this majlis was too small. It 
was an interesting and challenging design work we 
have been gone through. The client was in need of a 
small seating area but was having a great passion for 
the english cottages. We have proposed such a 
design where we have brought all the possible ele-
ments of the english  villa style with a front pergola 
aarea for extended seating with covered pergolas on 
the roof top. we have given minute detailings for the 
windows, doors and eveboards to bring the over alll 
look in the desired style. 
The building was consisting of a smalll majlis area of 
18 sq m and an open seating area of 12 sq m.
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CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE



RENOVATION WORKS OF GULF HOTELS RESIDENCES AND SUITES, QATAR
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ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

MODEL MAKING,LIVE SCALE WORKS,PHOTOGRAPHY
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